
KS  Freudenberg, 3a, Perino Wednesday, 21 October 2008

Name: ............................................... 

I Vocabulary Check:
1 sich benehmen/das Benehmen 11 Wohnblock
2 durchfallen (fall through) 12 Gartentor
3 Klingel 13 Waschbecken
4 zumachen (Hemdknopf) 14 Vorstadt
5 erstens, zweitens... 15 riesig (enormous)
6 feiern 16 geräumig
7 Chemie 17 minimalistisch
8 als Gegenleistung 18 unverdorben
9 beliebt 19 Aussicht
10 sich in Verbindung setzen mit 20 aussergewöhnlich

(10 P)

II Time clauses and conditional clauses:

a first conditional and future time clauses + when, until, etc. (1)

1. If our teacher ........................................ (not arrive) soon, we won't have a class.
2. We ........................................ (go) to the beach tomorrow if it's warm enough
3. Julie will go on holiday when she ........................................ (finish) her exams.
4. Call me if you ........................................ (need) any help.
5. If you don't revise, you ........................................ (not pass) the test.
6. We won't have dinner until Frank ........................................ (get) here.

b first cond. and future time clauses (2): fill in suitable verb/form or conjunction:

1. Will you phone us at the marriott as soon as you ........................................ your exam results?
2. Yes, I'll phone the hotel ........................................ I come and join you.
3. You won't get a job in France ........................................ you speak French.
4. We'll be late ........................................ you don't hurry up.
5. You can't drive in Britain until you ........................................ seventeen.
6. When the film ........................................ , I'll call a taxi.

c first and second conditional: complete so that the sentence makes sense

1. I ........................................ a dog if my house had a garden.
2. Where ........................................ if you get the job in Germany?
3. Sarah would be happier if she ........................................ with her parents.
4. I'll help you tomorrow if I ........................................ time.
5. If you ........................................ so much, would you go to the gym more often?
6. My boss ........................................ happy if I didn't finish this project. (18 P)
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III Wordsearch: circle the words you find, they may be in any direction, even diagonal:

(9 P)

IV Text 1: timeclauses / first conditional: “House Rules in Youth Center”: write 7 rules 
that you think necessary so that the center can work smoothly.
Use “if, unless, when, as soon as, (not) until, before, after (by the time: if you can)”.

E.g.  Everybody will wash their hands before they cook.

(14 P)
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V a) Text 2: second conditionals: continue the chain sentences: add 9 more elements:

If I were famous, I would realise all my dreams. 

1 If I realised all my dreams, ...
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V b) Text 2: second conditionals: write a free hypothetical text about what your life would
look like if you were famous. Use 9 different second conditional statements.

(9 P)
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